Hyundai xg350 review

It takes determined optimism to live and build vehicles within artillery range of Kim Jong Il's
massed armies. That's why Hyundai could see through the dark days of , when it sold only 90,
cars in North America, dealers were walking away from their franchises, and the company name
was easy comic shorthand for lousy quality. Hyundai lives next door to a murderous despot and
still has a sunny enough outlook to provide a year powertrain warranty. Hyundai launched the 3.
Then it bounced the engine displacement to 3. Big and expensive are relative, though, and the
updated XG that goes on sale about the time you read this comes in at The 3. A new face and a
revised tail are the obvious changes to the XG The new grille and projector-beam
headlamps-and moving the license-plate holder from the rear bumper to a recess in the new
decklid-further the XG's resemblance to DaimlerChrysler's Maybach so much that one has to
wonder if it's merely coincidental or, if not, who exactly is copying whom? Like the Maybach's,
the XG's appearance is more justly criticized for overall conservatism than for jarring details.
The decklid now has hydraulic pistons operating on its gooseneck hinges, and that's typical of
the other detail changes. Standard equipment inside both the XG and the upper-crusty XGL
includes reading lights in the C-pillars, a HomeLink garage-door opener, an electrochromic
rearview mirror, and a cargo net in the trunk. The slightly more subdued faux wood trim is now
milled from faux trees felled in a cheerier faux forest. The most significant functional
improvements are an increase in front disc brake diameter from Leather seating surfaces and
the usual power accessories are standard in both grades of XG. The plastic components are
nicely textured, and assembly finish is precise. In an era of in-dash CD changers and
pocket-size song MP3 players, the optional eight-disc changer in the trunk is throwback
technology. No navigation system is offered, but there are map pockets in each front door! The
interior feels very Toyotalike-circa And was a dang good year for Toyotas. The XG is a little
more generous in front legroom than the Avalon, but nearly three inches stingier in rear
legroom with a bit less in shoulder squish space. It's as if the XG were channeling the old
Cressida's soul. Hyundai's 3. Built around an iron block and aluminum heads, the Sigma has
large But the lack of a variable-valve-timing scheme leaves the Sigma-at hp-lagging behind the
VQ35's output: horsepower in the Altima, in the Z. The Hyundai's pound-feet of torque is also
modest, but the engine does run on regular-grade fuel. Making efficient use of the Sigma's
power is a five-speed automatic transaxle. As a comprehensively equipped road glider, the XG
is thoroughly competent. The structure is tight, the control-arm-front and multilink-rear
suspension is compliant, there's little wind or tire noise, and the drivetrain is adequately
powerful and unobtrusive. Push it, and the XG's limitations are apparent. At this price, it's
almost impossible to beat the XG in sheer quantity of equipment or for placid manners. But
such cars as the similarly priced hp Honda Accord LX V-6 offer a more dynamically rewarding
driving experience and more contemporary design elements, even though the seats are covered
in cloth and have to be adjusted manually. Hyundai's sales have rocketed as the company has
improved the quality and variety of its vehicles. It's aiming to sell , vehicles here in ' Hyundai
shares the Korean Peninsula with a madman, but cars such as the XG show it can thrive under
the threat. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From First Drives. I bought this car used, based on high ratings I found
online. It's not the car I imagined purchasing I had a Honda Civic LX for a decade prior to this
vehicle but I really fell for it after a test drive. I've had it for almost a year now, and I'm still
loving it. I would recommend this car to anybody wanting a comfortable, fun vehicle that is
roomy enough but with decent gas mileage for driving to work and getting around town in style,
at a great price. Below I will summarize the pros and cons for this car. I bought a dealer model
in I still have it, and plan to keep it until it dies I have had no repairs, just routine maintenance.
Love this car, and wish it would last forever. I bought my XG when it was 10 years old and had
quite a few miles on it. I'm the second owner and it turns out that the original owner was an
older woman who lived down the street from me. She had all her maintenance, right up til the
time she sold it, done at the dealership. I had access to the records and she had all
recommended service done. The condition of the car reflected it. There is nothing about this car
to suggest its age. I have never been so much in love with the way a car has treated me. The
ride is incredibly quiet and smooth. Plenty of power under the hood for the times when you
need to merge into highway traffic. Fire it up to 70, hit the cruise and relax to your favorite
music. Just don't get too comfortable. There are other cars out there too. I love the styling. They
stole, without shame, designs from classic luxury cars. The grill and rear end of the car is pure
Lincoln. Elegant and classy. Then in the interior they decided that Mercedes had hit on a nice

design. Yes the wood is plastic, but it looks great. It seems everything about the interior is
customizable to fit the individual perfectly. The only complaint I have with the entire car is the
air deflector installed at the front of the sunroof. It functions perfectly so you don't get a wind
tunnel blowing all around you when it's open on the highway. The problem lies with the location
of it. I know, picky,picky, picky!! I'm sure the design concepts and components are reflected in
the Geneses and the Equus. No reason to believe I can't put another K on this car. Have put on
80, miles cross country driving - oil changes, gas and new tires our only expense. I have been
driving 45 years and owned many cars in all price ranges. This is the best. The climate control
does have a mind of its own sometimes but not a major issue. I had never heard of this car or
saw it before, but just knew it when I saw it, that it was mine! It still looks brand new off the lot.
But I am careful where I park it. Bring this car back so when it does go, I can get another one!
Not crazy about the Azera thats replaced it. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the XG View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Great car! Live this car! Best bang for my buck!
Simply the best! Love this car totally! Bring it back! Items per page:. Write a review See all XGs
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the XG Sign Up. If upscale features are more important to
you than tight handling and a mainstream name, the XG is worth a look. However, most buyers
would be better served by a well-optioned Accord or Camry. I bought this car used, based on
high ratings I found online. It's not the car I imagined purchasing I had a Honda Civic LX for a
decade prior to this vehicle but I really fell for it after a test drive. I've had it for almost a year
now, and I'm still loving it. I would recommend this car to anybody wanting a comfortable, fun
vehicle that is roomy enough but with decent gas mileage for driving to work and getting
around town in style, at a great price. Below I will summarize the pros and cons for this car. I
bought a dealer model in I still have it, and plan to keep it until it dies I have had no repairs, just
routine maintenance. Love this car, and wish it would last forever. I bought my XG when it was
10 years old and had quite a few miles on it. I'm the second owner and it turns out that the
original owner was an older woman who lived down the street from me. She had all her
maintenance, right up til the time she sold it, done at the dealership. I had access to the records
and she had all recommended service done. The condition of the car reflected it. There is
nothing about this car to suggest its age. I have never been so much in love with the way a car
has treated me. The ride is incredibly quiet and smooth. Plenty of power under the hood for the
times when you need to merge into highway traffic. Fire it up to 70, hit the cruise and relax to
your favorite music. Just don't get too comfortable. There are other cars out there too. I love the
styling. They stole, without shame, designs from classic luxury cars. The grill and rear end of
the car is pure Lincoln. Elegant and classy. Then in the interior they decided that Mercedes had
hit on a nice design. Yes the wood is plastic, but it looks great. It seems everything about the
interior is customizable to fit the individual perfectly. The only complaint I have with the entire
car is the air deflector installed at the front of the sunroof. It functions perfectly so you don't get
a wind tunnel blowing all around you when it's open on the highway. The problem lies with the
location of it. I know, picky,picky, picky!! I'm sure the design concepts and components are
reflected in the Geneses and the Equus. No reason to believe I can't put another K on this car.
Have put on 80, miles cross country driving - oil changes, gas and new tires our only expense. I
have been driving 45 years and owned many cars in all price ranges. This is the best. The
climate control does have a mind of its own sometimes but not a major issue. Write a review.
See all reviews. Available styles include L 4dr Sedan 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Hyundai XG and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the XG 4.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the XG Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews
for the Hyundai XG and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert
reviews and recommendations for the XG featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our

massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Hyundai XG Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Hyundai Hyundai XG Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Flaccid handling, easily confused automatic transmission, conservative
styling, no side curtain airbags. Other years. List Price Range. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review If upscale features are more important to you than tight handling and
a mainstream name, the XG is worth a look. Sponsored cars related to the XG Most helpful
consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Great car! The Edmunds experts tested the XG both on the
road and at the track. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in
your new car, keep in mind that the XG has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more.
To determine whether the Hyundai XG is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews,
which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the XG Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the XG's average
consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering
whether the Hyundai XG is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature
availability should all be factors in determining whether the XG is a good car for you. Check
back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other
versions include: L 4dr Sedan 3. XG variants include L 4dr Sedan 3. What do people think of the
Hyundai XG? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Hyundai XG and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Hyundai XG? Which Hyundai XGs are available in my
area? Can't find a new Hyundai XGs you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why
trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Hyundai XG? Check out Hyundai lease specials. Sign
Up. Pros I love everything about my car. Cons Dealers want to buy back my car. Pros The 3.
Cons I should have had rust proofing don in XG is now longer available. Pros I love how great
this car is and how well it handles! Cons There are no radio dials on the steering wheel but it is
a ! Pros Roomy, drives great, great size for a sedan. Cons today most people want an SUV They
don't make this vehicle anymore. Pros Comfortable, easy to drive and maneuver. Cons Some of
the decorative "chrome " strips have always been loose. Radio quality could be improved. Pros
Incredibly comfortable and roomy! Pros , on the vehicle runs great! My wife wants me to get a
new vehicle but having difficulties with that idea. Great vehicle for the money. Write a review
Top. Sign In. Hyundai Of Gilroy. Hyundai Of Schedule Appointment. Our salesman, Niko and the
sales manager, Joe, Great sales team, especially the gentlemen we had Write a Review.
Category Summary Avg. Reviews Most recent Most recent Highest rating Lowest rating. Verified
Owner. No kidding, this vehicle is my favorite car that I've ever own in my life and I've been
driving for over 50 years. This is why I've owned many Hyundai. I currently have two. My other
car is a Sonata Sport with the 2. I love that car as well Fred M. Epstein I had purchased this car
new and I've had it for almost 15 years now with little to nothing wrong. That's with I had
purchased other vehicles from El Paso Hyundai. Lots of power nice looking and roomy. My
vehicle is not all that much different than the new zeros. Pros Love the vehicle. Cons No
conjure. Bought this car new in January I still love this car. It's never let me down, left me
stranded or made me sorry I bought it. The XG is in my mind one of the best models ever
offered by Hyundai and I'll never regret buying it. Drives nicely, smooth, cushioned suspension.
Classic, early 2k luxury feel to the interior setup. Love that style. A few drawbacks though.
Large gas tank, so gassing is expensive. The interior door arm rests were cheaply made so the
material is falling apart honestly not a deal breaker , one last concern for tall people. If you
fenangle the adjustments some you can still find very comfy ways to sit and fit in the car nicely.
Same with steering wheel adjustment. My car stands up to the road test. Love the way it handle

the word. The interior, the way it is design on the inside color awesome. The comfort of the
seats, warm in the Winter. Can adjust seats up down for the comfort of my drive. The side view
mirrors that go down when I am backing up cool. My seats slides back when I turn car off, slides
up when I put my key in the ignition, how cool is that. The Holy Spirit has Bless me with a
wounderful car. Thank you Jesus. Pros It's a wounderful car. My car broke down on the side of
the road, yes the first time in its 13 year history with this one time owner. It was towed and
repaired. Why would I start a review this way, it's simple. It has never been serviced, except for
oil changes. That's dependability! Simply brake repair and I was on my way. Just a great car and
a great service department make me the repeat customer. My car is 12 years old with K on it.
Still comfortable. Has never had a recall. Has a large back seat area which is bigger than a
Impala. Family members own an Impala and it rides like a tank. My aunt from England thinks the
XG is a limousine. The best car I have ever owned. It is very reliable, I get many compliments on
my auto. I live in a senior complex and one of my friends was so impresed with my Hyundai
That she went the following week and bought one. We both have been very happy with our
Hyundai. Your Service Dept. This car drives smooth and is sporty but classy! I love the gas
mileage it gets and how well it drives! We have had the vehicle for the past 13 years purchased
in July of and yes we had to have some repairs during the last three years. The vehicle still
looks and runs great. It rides better than some of the newer vehicles four we have had since
owning this one. Because of the satisfaction, we will definitely purchase another Hyundai. Thye
do not make this model anymore, but the Santa Fe or Sport is looking good. Would trade only if
they made this model again. Love my car and would not trade it. Love this car - too bad you
don't still make it! Even for model, it has all of those extra options of a very high end car. Love
this automobile. The Flagship of Hyundai in However the buying price of the present day
Hyundai is out of range for the upper middle class person. Pros Great automobile. Cons none.
This is really an amazing car - nearly 13 years old, still has more features than my ! Rides like a
dream. Great vehicle for the money, sorry was the last year for this model. A great car. It's
reliable, durable, and semi-luxurious on the inside. I hope to keep this car for as long as I can.
It's been a great car for over 11 years! In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. Used Hyundai XG Change Vehicle. The XG has quick acceleration, very good brakes,
good interior quality, and a comfortable low-speed ride. But its soft suspension compromises
the car's handling and body control, which makes driving it reminiscent of piloting a big Buick
from years past. In addition, the driving position may not suit everyone. There are 3 recalls on
this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test
Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted
on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared

to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climat
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e control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you
paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety
Equipment. Dual front and side air bags standard. ABS standard. Safety-belt pretensioners
standard. Now in its second year of production, Hyundai's flagship sedan gets revised
nomenclature to reflect its larger, 3. Last year's 3. The interior is roomy and quiet, and features
amenities like automatic climate control and heated, powered leather seats. Handling is short on
agility, and the ride, while compliant at low speeds, gets floaty on the highway. Read more.
Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended
warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

